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Abstract: Communication between people with disabilities and people who do
not understand sign language is a growing social need and can be a tedious task.
One of the main functions of sign language is to communicate with each other
through hand gestures. Recognition of hand gestures has become an important
challenge for the recognition of sign language. There are many existing models
that can produce a good accuracy, but if the model test with rotated or translated
images, they may face some difﬁculties to make good performance accuracy. To
resolve these challenges of hand gesture recognition, we proposed a Rotation,
Translation and Scale-invariant sign word recognition system using a convolutional neural network (CNN). We have followed three steps in our work: rotated,
translated and scaled (RTS) version dataset generation, gesture segmentation, and
sign word classiﬁcation. Firstly, we have enlarged a benchmark dataset of 20 sign
words by making different amounts of Rotation, Translation and Scale of the original images to create the RTS version dataset. Then we have applied the gesture
segmentation technique. The segmentation consists of three levels, i) Otsu
Thresholding with YCbCr, ii) Morphological analysis: dilation through opening
morphology and iii) Watershed algorithm. Finally, our designed CNN model
has been trained to classify the hand gesture as well as the sign word. Our model
has been evaluated using the twenty sign word dataset, ﬁve sign word dataset and
the RTS version of these datasets. We achieved 99.30% accuracy from the twenty
sign word dataset evaluation, 99.10% accuracy from the RTS version of the
twenty sign word evolution, 100% accuracy from the ﬁve sign word dataset evaluation, and 98.00% accuracy from the RTS version ﬁve sign word dataset evolution. Furthermore, the inﬂuence of our model exists in competitive results with
state-of-the-art methods in sign word recognition.
Keywords: Sign word recognition; convolution neural network (cnn); rotation
translation and scaling (rts); otsu segmentation
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1 Introduction
Sign language is a nonverbal form of communication for the deaf and hard-of-hearing community. It is
essential to help real-time communication among the deaf community, hard of hearing, and speech
difﬁculties without the aid of an interpreter. It can be used in various research ﬁelds, including humanrobot interaction, computer games, learning, sign word and language recognition, virtual reality, medical
diagnostics, and autism analysis [1–4]. In this case, they use body movements parallel with arm, body,
head, ﬁnger, hand movements, and facial expressions to communicate with humans. In most cases, hand
gestures are essential for human-computer interaction and practical application for sign language
recognition (SLR), used to establish a communication system among the deaf-mute community [5]. The
sign language recognition research ﬁeld has attracted researchers’ attention from the last century. The
importance of sign language recognition has increased because of the high growth rate of the deaf and
hard-of-hearing population globally and the extended use of vision-based application devices [6,7]. In
recent years, many researchers have proposed vision-based sign language recognition by utilizing inputs
of the camera, such as 3d camera, web camera and stereo camera [8].
The main cause of the vision-based approach’s attractiveness is: it does not need any specialized device,
and this method is affordable. At the same time, the sensor-based system needs different specialized devices
such as power gloves, accelerometer, kinetic sensor, leap motion controller, and huge wire [9]. However,
vision-based systems like SLR become difﬁcult due to the complex background, uncontrolled
environment, visual analysis of gesture, lighting illumination, ﬁnger occlusion, inter-class variation,
constant fatigue, the similarity of the high intraclass, and complexities of different signs. Many
researchers have utilized the segmentation approach considering the above problems of vision-based
systems [4,10]. In recent years, some researchers employed deep learning-based models used to overcome
the above issues, although the redundant background may not be suitable for CNN to train accurately
[11]. Apart from the image background issue, translated, rotated, scaled version test image is another
important challenge for vision-based systems like SLR. In the real-world application of the SLR system,
when a deaf or hard of hearing person tries to make a new sign word to test the system, the test image
could be taken from the upper, lower, left, and right-hand positions because of unawareness signer. So,
the test image may be rotated, translated or scaled due to an inappropriate hand position. Some
researchers have utilized techniques to deal with the test image positions problem [12,13]. Moreover, the
existing SLR system may fail to produce correct output for rotated, translated, scaled (RTS) variant test
images. The mentioned challenges inspired us to design a segmentation method with RTS invariant deep
learning model to solve current problems.
In the study, we have proposed a combined segmentation approach along with an RTS invariant CNN to
solve the above problems. For this, the image is collected from the webcam, and the RTS technique is applied
to the input image; then, a combined segmentation approach including Otsu [14], YCbCr [15], morphology
[16], the watershed [17] is applied on the RTS variant sign language word image. Then a deep learning-based
CNN model is used to extract the feature from the segmented image and recognize the sign word based on the
collected feature. RTS process is used here to enlarge the datasets with different views, shapes, position
images to make it more effective and reduce the potential overﬁtting of the proposed method. Moreover,
RTS techniques are one of the essential techniques for solving the challenges that artiﬁcial intelligence
faces while capturing the test image for a sign word recognition, especially for overcoming RTS variant
test dataset problems. Despite the RTS, there may be an alternative solution if the camera detects the
hand position and then normalizes the camera’s position concerning the hand to remove the rotation,
translation, and scale. Unfortunately, we did not ﬁnd such a camera yet. However, the RTS technique
may be the only solution to the given problem and is very effective for image classiﬁcation and sign
language recognition.
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To achieve the goal, the signiﬁcant contribution of the paper is as follows:
 Firstly, we have developed a Rotated, Translated, and Scaled (RTS) version of the dataset to solve the
RTS issue in the test or future images.
 Secondly, we have designed a hybrid segmentation approach to reduce the redundant background of
the images by combining Otsu Thresholding with YCbCr, Morphological analysis, and Watershed
algorithm.
 Finally, we propose a novel convolutional neural network (CNN) architecture model for extracting
features and classifying sign words.
We have organized the paper as follows, relevant research or literature review discussed in Section 2. We
described the dataset in Section 3 and discussed the proposed model in Section 4. Experimental results and a
brief discussion of the paper we have described in Section 5, and ﬁnally, the paper’s conclusion we described
in Section 6.
2 Literature Review
Over the past few decades, scientists in research activities have opened the door to acquiring sign
language knowledge by promoting inspiration and excitement by introducing new methods. In most
cases, scientists have used wearable and non-wearable devices for SLR performance. Pradeep Kumar
et al. employed a multimodal framework for recognized sign language based on sensor devices [18].
They used the Microsoft Kinect device to collect data on the ﬁnger and palm. They used 75,00 Indian
sign language images with 50 different symbols to evaluate their model and achieved 97.85% for the
hidden markov model (HMM) and 94.55% for bidirectional long short-term memory neural networks
(BLSTM-NN). However, they did not explicitly explain the types of their features. Wu et al. introduced
an American sign language (ASL) system based on internal and electromyography (EMG) sensors [19].
They extracted features using fusion data, and as a classiﬁer, they used a selected classiﬁcation model.
For validity, they used 80 signs followed by 96.16% for inter-class appropriateness and 85.24% for crosssession evolution. A framework for automatic Chinese SLR at the component level was developed in
[20]. They achieved 96% accuracy after extracting hand size, orientation, and movement characteristics
from images of EMG sensors. Tubaiz et al. employed a modiﬁed K-Nearest neighbor (MKNN) to
develop an Arabic sign language recognition system [21]. They collected 40 sentences using an 80lexicon word and achieved 98.9% accuracy for their model. Rahim et al. developed a hand gesture
recognition system based on the Kinect sensor for human-computer interaction (HCI) [22]. They have
achieved an average accuracy of 96% in their model based on the theme people communicate verbally
without touching the device. Hu et al. used the k-means cluster-based depth segmentation and feature
extraction method to develop an ASL recognition system [23]. They achieved 98.49% accuracy after
using support vector machine (SVM) as classiﬁed with 120, 000 image training for 24 alphabets.
Starner et al. proposed two HMM-based systems based on a single camera image for ASL recognition
[24]. They used a wearable device with a sensor, processing, and display module. The main goal of the work
is to convert the recognized alphabet to sign-in text on android mobile phones via wireless transmission, and
they achieved 98.2% accuracy in their ﬁnal version model. Nevertheless, wearable technologies are not
comfortable for use in daily life activities. This should be progressed because existing smart wearable
hand devices have some drawbacks, such as a predeﬁned set of standards and the use of bluetooth
modules that only provide short-distance communication. Furthermore, the researchers used smart/depth
devices according to different users for the long-range performance of wireless devices. In the same way,
Lee BG et al. also applied the wearable device using sensor fusion [25]. Shin et al. proposed a hand
tapping gesture system for Japanese hiragana and English characters based on kinetic sensors [26]. The
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main concern is that the user’s hand gestures on the input characters need to be remembered, requiring
considerable computation time. Chong et al. developed an ASL recognition system using a palm-sized
Leap motion sensor that is more portable less price compared to the existing solution [27]. They have a
combination of 26 letters and ten digits with a recognition rate of 72.79% and 88.79%, respectively.
Pisharady et al. compared the red, green, blue (RGB), and RGB-depth images in the ﬁeld of SLR based
on the quantitative and qualitative algorithms [28]. They point out that the model’s performance depends
on these image measures. They indicate that the performance of the model measures these images.
However, the performing tasks need to be memorized in wireless technology, which, if forgotten, will
turn into failure, and it will take more time to perform.
Recently, a deep learning strategy has shown outstanding performance in various departments to recognize
sign language. Jain et al. applied an SVM and CNN to recognize ASL [29]. After evaluating the model, they
calculated single and double optimal convolution ﬁlters and achieved 98.58% accuracy. A double-channel
convolutional neural network (DC-CNN) was proposed to improve the recognition performance accuracy of
the SLR system [30]. However, its hierarchy and scale features need to be improved, and there is much more
room for improvement in dynamic gestures. Chevtchenko et al. employed a real-time SLR system by
combining a traditional feature extractor with a CNN [31]. They used binary, depth, grayscale images to
evaluate their model and sign gesture for real-time recognition. Agrawal et al. have completed a survey to
summarize the development of the Indian sign language recognition system and provided a progress report
highlighting the ﬁeld [32]. Sign word recognition based on a CNN and SVM model was proposed in [4].
They segmented their input images using YCbCr and Skinmask segmentation techniques, then calculated
feature vectors using CNN and classiﬁed their data using multi-kernel SVMs. However, the performance
accuracy may be changed depending on the background and RTS variant of the image. To overcome the
demonstrated challenges, we propose a combined segmentation approach for solving complex background
problems and train the model with the Rotation, Translation and Scale (RTS) version of the training dataset to
deal with the RTS variant dependency situation.
3 Dataset Description
This paper uses two benchmark datasets of the Sign language word to evaluate the proposed Sign word
recognition model. Then, the RTS version of those two datasets is generated and used to evaluate the
proposed model. The Twenty sign word dataset is described in Section 3.1; Section 3.2 describes the Five
sign word dataset, and Section 3.3 describes the proposed RTS version for both datasets.
3.1 Twenty Sign Word Dataset [4]
Although the name of the dataset is not given in the original paper, we have given this name to
differentiate between the two datasets used in this paper. The twenty sign word dataset consists of twenty
static hand gestures, including nine double hand gestures and 11 single-hand gestures. This dataset
contains 900 images for each class with 200 × 200 resolution and 18,000 images for 20 classes. Fig. 1
shows the example of input images per class.
3.2 Five Sign Word Dataset [33]
This dataset contains 216 images for training and 15 images for the test as ﬁve sign words [33]. Then
they have divided the dataset training dataset into ﬁve different sets for ﬁve sign words. Each training set of
sign words consists of 42 images for each class. They labelled each class, using the You only look once
(YOLO) labelling format with a labelling tool. They have used the YOLO format, which labels the data
into a text ﬁle format and holds the information about the dataset. We have used the ﬁve-sign word
dataset to evaluate our model in our work.
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Figure 1: Example of the input images per class [4]
3.3 Rotated, Translated and Scaled (RTS) Version Dataset
We have created the RTS version for both datasets described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 to overcome the
RTS variant image dependency of the model. Also, a large amount of labelled data is convenient for the
proposed method to train accurately. However, the rotation, translation, and scaling techniques are applied
here to increase the number of images, including different views, shapes and positions from the existing
dataset [34]. We have created the RTS version of the Twenty sign word and Five sign word datasets by
using the following techniques:
In the Rotation technique, we randomly applied −30 to +30 degrees to rotate the image. Fig. 2 shows the
Rotated images for −30 degree, 15 degrees and 30-degree angles. In the Translation technique, we used
x-axis and y-axis translation randomly. We have selected a range between −40 to +40 pixels for
translation which is 20% of the original images. We considered that the image could randomly translate a
maximum of 40 pixels in the right x-axis and upper y-axis and the same as −40 pixels in the left x-axis
and down the y-axis. From the experiment, it is observed that if we translate more than 20%, the image
loses its original meaning. Fig. 2 shows the Translated images as sliding by the same distance in the
x-axis and y-axis direction, two images for translated only x-axis direction and one image for translated
only y-axis direction. In the Scaling technique, we have modiﬁed both directions of the object in the
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image to reduce and magnify the sign image. We have randomly selected scaling factor ranges between 0.2 to
1.5. We have considered low scaling factor is less than 1 (factor < 1), and the rest is considered as the high
scaling factor. We applied zero padding when the scaling factor is low (factor < 1) to make the output image
the same size as our input image and clip out (crop) when the scaling factor is high (factor > 1) to make the
output image as the same size of the input image.

Figure 2: RTS process of an input image
Fig. 2 depicts the RTS process of an input image. Twenty sign word dataset contains 18,000 images;
ﬁrstly, we have collected more than 50 images from 3 people then added them with each class, and the
size of the new dataset is contained 19,000 images. We have generated 10 RTS version images from each
of the original images using the RTS technique. However, instead of 19,000 images, a total of
190,000 images are found, whereas ten images are found from each image (1 original, 3 Rotated,
3 Translated, and 3 Scaled). In the same way, We have applied the RTS technique on the Five sign word
dataset and found 2,160 images as RTS version training images from 216 original training images. Then
150 images of the RTS version from the 15 original Five sign word test images.
4 Methodology
The conceptual structure of the proposed Sign word recognition system is demonstrated in Fig. 3.
Following steps are followed for both training and test dataset. First, this structure divided the dataset into
training and test sets. Second, the training dataset’s Rotated, Translated, and Scaled (RTS) version is
created. Third, a hybrid segmentation process is applied, which is consists of Otsu thresholding with
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YCbCr skin color segmentation, morphology analysis, and the watershed algorithm. Finally, a novel CNN
architecture is developed to extract the feature map and classiﬁcation.

Figure 3: The conceptual structure of the proposed sign word recognition system
RTS version of the dataset is created by applying rotation, translation, scaling techniques on both
training and testing datasets. The hybrid segmentation removes the redundant background from the
image. Then, we trained the proposed CNN model with a segmented RTS version of the training dataset
and tested with the original and RTS version of the test dataset.
4.1 Segmentation Approach
The segmentation process is one of the major steps that can handle the challenges of the vision-based
system, especially in the hand gesture recognition system [35]. Sometimes skin color segmentation
produces unsatisﬁed segmented images under the complexity or illumination of the background. The
proposed segmentation process combined with three steps to overcome the problem: i) Combining Otsu
Thresholding with YCbCr, ii) Morphological analysis: dilation through opening morphology and iii)
Watershed algorithm. Fig. 4 presents the process of segmentation.

Figure 4: Segmentation process of an input image
4.1.1 Combining Otsu Thresholding with YCbCr
The Otsu method is a well-known threshold technology that varies between two classes and relies on
selecting the optimal threshold value [14]. It can automatically set thresholds values based on the image
pixel. The basic idea of this method is to minimize within-class variance and maximize between-class
variance shown in Eq. (1).
r2x ðtÞ ¼ x1 ðtÞr21 ðtÞ þ x2 ðtÞr22 ðtÞ

(1)

where r2x ðtÞ is the weighted sum of variances of the two classes, ω1(t), ω2(t) are the probability of the two
classes divided by a threshold t, and r21 ðtÞ; r22 ðtÞ are variances of the two classes.
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The method of working the Otsu algorithm in this paper is as follows.
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

Input image pixels are divided into foreground and background by a threshold t.
Calculate the mean of the foreground and the background pixels
Calculate the variance between mean
Multiply by the number of pixels between foreground and background pixels

Apart from the Otsu, YCbCr segmentation converted RGB image into YCbCr color space and produced
mask by dividing into luminance Y, chrominance Cb and Cr [15]. Finally, we combined the Otsu thresholded
output with the luminance Y component of YCbCr and produced a binary mask.
4.1.2 Morphological Analysis: Dilation Through Opening Morphology
Morphological operation and dilation are applied here on the binary mask generated in Section 4.1.1.
Morphological operations enhance the efﬁciency of the segmentation, and it consists of Morphological
Analysis: dilation through opening morphology [16]. In dilations, the size of the foreground of the hand
sign has been increased and ﬁlled in the gaps in the image together. Moreover, we examined the
neighbourhood around each pixel and adjusted the size of the segmented image according to the centre
pixel p of the structuring element set to white if any pixel of the structuring element is greater than 0.
4.1.3 Watershed Algorithm
Following the process of 4.1.1 and 4.1.2, the waterlogged algorithm is applied for performing the
segmentation operation and accurately drawing a border boundary line of the gesture sign word [17].
However, the Watershed algorithm treats the pixel values with brightness as individual spatial
topographic maps, ﬁnds a boundary line and ﬁnally remove the background by applying the bit-wise
mask approach, as shown in Fig. 4.
4.2 Classiﬁcation with Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
This paper proposed a novel CNN-based classiﬁer model for training and testing on the entire dataset.
CNN is a widely used feature extraction and classiﬁcation algorithm in the Sign language recognition domain
[36,37]. We measured different signs of isolated hand gestures using CNN to identify Sign language words.
The datasets contain twenty classes, ﬁve classes and the RTS version of those datasets where 70% are used
for training, and 30% are used for testing the model. The proposed CNN model is shown in
Fig. 5 The CNN is used for extracting the layer feature and classiﬁcation modules. For this, consider that
the N depth image contains Pn ; n 2 ½1; N, and after normalizing the data, the size of each image is 60 ×
60 × 3. Therefore, these features are fed as the input data into three 3 × 3 convolution layers. We have
implemented rectiﬁed linear unit (RLU) activation in each convolution. In each convolution level, we
used the 2 × 2 max pooling level, which halves the map of the previous feature. Also, the dropout layer is
used to prevent overﬁtting during the feature extraction process.

Figure 5: Proposed CNN architecture
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A classiﬁcation module of the dense layer takes a 5 × 5 × 32 feature map which has 128 feature vectors.
We then used a fully connected layer to densify the feature vectors into 128 and L sequential dimensions,
where L = 20 is the number of sign classes. Therefore, we have used the SoftMax function, which
converts the feature vector to the output of the predictable probability by Eq. (2) [38].
expðSc Þ
Pðyn ¼ cjPn Þ ¼ PL
c¼1 expðSc Þ

(2)

where L = 20 dimensional S([S1,.., Sc, …SL]) and the predicted probability of being class c is S([S1,.., Sc, …
SL]) for sample Pn . Finally, we have used the Adam Optimizer to optimize the predicted value.
5 Result and Discussion
The experimental results are achieved from the analysis of the original and RTS version of the two
datasets, which evaluates the feasibility of the proposed system and determines individual class features’
contribution to the overall classiﬁcation accuracy. Also, we have compared it with the state-of-the-art
methods based on the same dataset and the same validation scheme through the isolated image analysis
5.1 Environmental Setup and Evaluation Metrics
We resized the segmented image into 60x60x3 for the training and classiﬁcation. For implementing the
proposed experiment, Python programming language is used here on the google colaboratory pro version
environment with 25GB GPU, and the name of the GPU is Tesla P100 [39]. As a python package,
cv2 [40], numpy, pickle, tensorﬂow, keras, matplotlib used here where learning rates is 0.001, and
optimizer is adam. The number of epochs and batch size are almost the same for all the experiments.
Accuracy, Precision, Recall and F1-score are used here as the evaluation metrics, which are calculated
based on true positive (Tp), true negative (Tn), false positive (Fp) and false negative (Fn) [32]. The
formula of the uses evaluation matrix is given in Tab. 1.
Table 1: Performance evaluation formulas [32]
Name of evaluation matrics

Evaluation matrics formula

Accuracy (%)

Tp þ Fn
Tp þ Fp þ Tn þ Fn
Tp
Tp þ Fp
Tp
Tp þ Fn
2  precsion  recall
precsion  recall

Precision (%)
Recall (%)
F1 score (%)

5.2 Performance Evaluation with the Twenty Sign Word Dataset [4]
To evaluate our model using the original dataset, we trained it with the non-segmented training dataset
and tested it with the non-segmented original test dataset. After that, the model is trained with the original
segmented training dataset and tested with the original segmented test dataset and the RTS version test
dataset.
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Tab. 2 shows the classiﬁcation accuracy of different sign words. Firstly, we trained the proposed model
with original non-segmented images, then tested with the original non-segmented test dataset and achieved
97.50% accuracy, 99.00% precision, 97.00% recall and 98.00% f1-score. Secondly, we trained the proposed
model with the segmented datasets, then tested with the original segmented test dataset and achieved 98.80%
accuracy. After that, again tested the model using the RTS version test dataset and achieved recognition
accuracy of 68.00%, precision of 71.00%, recall of 68.00%, and f1-score of 69.00%. We observed that
the model’s performance is sharply decreased and achieved low accuracy compared to the previous
experiment. We have observed that the model’s performance depends on the RTS variant test data set.
Performance has been achieved very well for the test with the original test dataset; in contrast, very low
for the test with the RTS version of the test dataset. The main reason for this situation is we did not train
the proposed model using the RTS version training dataset. RTS techniques are being proposed in
segmented images to overcome these problems.
Table 2: The proposed method’s performance (%) with the twenty sign word dataset
Training Dataset

Segmentation Test Dataset

Precision Recall F1 score Recognition
Accuracy (%)

Twenty sign word

No

30% of Twenty sign word 99.00

97.00

98.00

97.50

Twenty sign word

Yes

30% of Twenty sign word 98.00

98.00

99.00

98.80

Twenty sign word

Yes

30% RTS version of
Twenty sign word

68.00

69.00

68.00

71.00

Note: *RTS = Rotated, Translated and Scaled images.

5.3 Performance Evaluation with RTS Version Dataset of [4]
We employed the RTS version of the dataset [4] to make RTS invariant model and improve the model’s
performance. The RTS version dataset evaluation scenario is as follows: we trained the proposed model with
the non-segmented RTS version training dataset then tested it with the non-segmented RTS version test
dataset. After that, we trained the model with the segmented RTS version of the training dataset, then
tested with the original segmented test dataset and segmented RTS version of the test dataset.
To do the above scenario, After applying the RTS technique, we found 133000 and 57000 RTS versions
images for training and testing for non-segmented and segmented cases. The proposed model achieved
98.50% accuracy for training and testing with a non-segmented RTS version dataset. In the case of the
segmented RTS version, our proposed system achieved 99.30% accuracy for the original test dataset and
got 99.10% accuracy for the RTS version test dataset. Tab. 3 shows the classiﬁcation accuracy, precision,
recall and f1-score. Maximum performance accuracy is 99.30% which is achieved from the training with
segmented RTS version of the Twenty sign word dataset and test with the original segmented images. We
can decide our model becomes an RTS invariant method because the proposed model can produce good
accuracy for the original test dataset and RTS version of the test dataset.
Fig. 6 shows the confusion matrix for the proposed model, which has been trained with the segmented
RTS version dataset and tested with the original segmented dataset. Sign word for predicted class represents
each row, and each column represents the correct class in the confusion matrix. Our RTS invariant model
produced good accuracy for all classes and correctly classiﬁed almost more than 95% accuracy except
one class, and the maximum misclassiﬁcation rate is 5% (mentioned in [4,8] location of the confusion
matrix). The performance of the proposed model for each class, and there is a minimal amount of true
negative and false positive while producing high accuracy.
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Table 3: Performance (%) for the RTS version of twenty sign word dataset
Training Dataset

Segmentation Test Dataset

Precision Recall F1 score Recognition
(%)
Accuracy (%)

RTS version of
Twenty sign word
RTS version of
Twenty sign word
RTS version of
Twenty sign word

No

98.00

98.00 99.00

98.50

99.00

99.00 99.00

99.30

99.00

99.00 99.00

99.10

Yes
Yes

Twenty Sign Word
Images
Twenty Sign Word
Images
RTS version of
Twenty Sign Word

Figure 6: Confusion matrix for best performance of the proposed method
5.4 Performance Evaluation with Five Sign Word Dataset [33]
Tab. 4 shows the performance accuracy for the segmented Five sign word dataset. We did not present the
proposed model’s non-segmented cases performance accuracy because they are almost identical with
segmented images.
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Table 4: Performance (%) of the proposed methods with ﬁve sign word datasets [33]
Dataset

Segmentation Test Dataset

Precision Recall F1 score Recognition
(%)
(%)
(%)
Accuracy (%)

Five Sign Word Yes

Original 15 test images

94.00

93.00

93.00

93.33

Five Sign Word Yes

RTS version images were
generated from 15 test images.

71.00

70.00

70.00

70.00

For evaluating the proposed model with Five sign word dataset, we trained it with the original
216 images, tested it with 15 test images, and achieved 93.33% accuracy, 94% precision, 93.00% recall,
and 93.00% f1-score. After that, we tested the model with the RTS version of the test dataset and
achieved 70.00% accuracy, 71.00% precision, 70% recall, 70% f1-score. We observe that model
performance accuracy is sharply down for the RTS version of the Five sign word test dataset compared to
the original test dataset. The main reason for low performance is that we did not train the model with the
RTS variant training dataset, but we are testing with the RTS version test dataset.
5.5 Performance Evaluation with RTS Version of Five Sign Word Dataset [33]
We have trained the proposed model with the RTS version of the Five sign word training dataset to get
good prediction results for the rotated, translated, scaled (RTS) version of Five sign word test datasets. In this
case, we trained the proposed model with 2160 images of RTS versions of the Five sign word training
dataset. Then, we have tested the model with two cases; ﬁrstly, we tested the model with 15 images of
the original test dataset and achieved 100% accuracy. Secondly, we tested the proposed model with
150 images of RTS versions of the Five sign word test dataset and achieved 98.00% accuracy. Tab. 5
shows the performance accuracy for the proposed model trained with the RTS version of the Five sign
word dataset.
Table 5: Performance (%) with the RTS version dataset of ﬁve sign word datasets
Training Dataset

Segmentation Test Dataset

Precision Recall F1 score Recognition
(%)
(%)
(%)
Accuracy (%)

RTS version of
Five sign word
RTS version of
Five sign word

Yes

99.00

99.00

99.00

100

98.00

98.00

98.00

98.00

Yes

Original 15 test
images
RTS version of
15 test images.

5.6 Comparison with State-of-the-Art Method
The study proposes a combined segmentation approach along with RTS invariant Convolutional neural
network (CNN). According to this, the RTS technique is applied to the input images then the combined
segmentation technique is employed on the RTS version images. Our model achieved maximum
performance accuracy at the RTS datasets training by testing the original dataset using the CNN model
for both datasets.
Tab. 3 shows maximum accuracy is 99.30% achieved for Twenty sign word dataset evaluation, and
Tab. 4 shows the maximum accuracy is 100% for Five sign word dataset evaluation. We have compared
our proposed method with two existing methods: ﬁrst one, for twenty classes, we trained the proposed
model with RTS version of [4] and tested with the same size of the reference test dataset, and the model
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achieved 99.30% accuracy. The second one, for the Five sign word dataset, we trained the model with the
RTS version of [33] dataset and tested it with the same size of reference test dataset, and the model
produced 100% accuracy. Tab. 6 shows the comparative performance of the proposed and state-of-the-art
methods where the proposed method achieved higher classiﬁcation accuracy than the existing system.
Table 6: Difference between our proposed study and state-of-the-art studies
Method

Dataset

Number of Segmentation Test Set
Images

Rahim et al. [4], 2019

20-Sign dataset 18000

yes

Mujahid et al. [33], 2021

5-Sign dataset

216

no

Proposed (CNN Train and
Test with RTS dataset)

RTS version
dataset of [4]
RTS version
dataset of [33]

190,000

yes

2160

yes

30% of the
Dataset
15 Test
Images
Same as
[4]
Same as
[33]

Reported
Accuracy (%)
97.28
97.68
99.30
100

The authors [4] proposed YCbCr and SkinMask segmentation techniques [15] and CNN to classify the
sign word, and their performance accuracy was 97.28%, whereas our proposed model achieved 93.30%. The
authors [33] proposed a lightweight model based on You Only Look Once (YOLO) v3 [41] and DarkNet [42]
convolutional neural network to classify the ﬁve-sign word dataset. The accuracy reported for the ﬁve-sign
word recognition was 97.68%, whereas our proposed model achieved 100% accuracy.
Fig. 7 depicts sign words’ class wise comparison recognition accuracy of the proposed method and
Reference [4]. The graph shows that our proposed model produced higher accuracy at 15 labels than the
existing state-of-the-art method, with the same accuracy at three classes which are 100% at ‘call’ label,
100% accuracy at ‘ﬁne’ labels and 99% accuracy at ‘ok’ labels. So, we can say our model have produced
good performance accuracy compared to [4] model at all labels excludes three labels. The proposed
system achieved the ability to recognize the sign word images where test images come from rotation,
translation, scaling positions. This ability achieved the proposed system because it is composed of the
RTS technique for dealing with the rotated, translated, scaled test images, a combined segmentation
technique for correctly segmenting the complex background images and the novel CNN architecture.
These components make the system robust in real-time test images and successfully works in a different
challenging environment.

Figure 7: Class wise difference between our proposed study and the existing [4] study
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6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a combined segmentation along with RTS invariant convolutional
neural network (CNN) method. The method follows the process of segmentation, RTS version of the
dataset, and classiﬁcation. In segmentation, the part of the sign gesture is identiﬁed by following the
steps, Otsu thresholding with YCbCr, Morphological Analysis: dilation through opening morphology, and
Watershed Algorithm. Two benchmark datasets were considered for the performance evaluation of the
proposed method. However, rotated, translated, and scaled (RTS) strategies have been applied to the
overﬁtting problem of the method by increasing the dataset’s size and making an RTS invariant model.
We used the CNN methods for effective classiﬁcation. We have tested our model during classiﬁcation
using original and RTS test images in both datasets. As a result, the proposed method achieved better
performance for both datasets. Our method produced 99.10% accuracy for the RTS version test images
and 99.30% accuracy for the original test image in the case of the twenty sign word dataset. In the case
of the ﬁve-sign dataset, the proposed model has produced 98.00% RTS version test images and 100%
accuracy for the original test image. Our experimental results show that RTS images provide optimal
performance, and our model has become an RTS invariant model. Finally, the overall results show that
the proposed method signiﬁcantly outperforms the recognition of sign words with or without RTS images
compared to state-of-the-art methods. This approach will help users who cannot collect appropriate Sign
word images. In future work, we will be collected more continuous and discrete sign word data to
evaluate a hybrid method for making mobile applications and other scenarios. Moreover, we will be
focused design a data fusion based advanced convolutional neural network on enhancing the sign word
recognition precision.
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